Third assembly in the Climate Assembly, 9th November 2023

Place: CSS, Øster Farimagsgade 5, Room 35.3.12 (Building 35, 3. Floor, room 12)
Kl. 16:00-21:00 (doors open at 15:30)

The purpose of this assembly is to get sharp on the challenges and dilemmas within the four subjects: (1) The visionary SAMF (What role should SAMF play in the future), (2) mobility and travel, (3) Buildings, (4) Education and research. And begin writing the recommendations to solve these dilemmas. So we are ready for the open meeting.

16.00: Welcome, purpose and program
16.05: Reflections and collection from 2. meeting
16.30: Work with recommendations (Part 1: Dilemmas and challenges)
17.20: Feedback Gallery
18.00: Dinner break
18.30: Work with recommendations (Part 2: Ideas and initiatives)
20.00: Coffee break
20.10: Work with recommendations (Part 3: Ideas and initiatives)
20.40: Preparing for open assembly
21.00 Thanks for tonight